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Preface

Since this work in the culmination of many years of study, I wili tat.

the lIherl y of making a small phi lnhoIhi.Ju l digremnion.

One of the most important things I have learned is that scientific

research as a whole is one of the most exciting humen activities irrespec-

tive of the specific problem or area than one pursues. As long as a

problem is challenging and one involves himself deeply in it, the excite-

ment will be there. The only disappointment is that it took e so many

years to find out what Woodstock learned in one cartoon (see following

figure).
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Abstract

We have performed a Htudy of the behavior of superconductors under

light illumination. In one of the experiments the acoustical coupling of

two thin superconducting films forming a tunnel junctio. was measured.

The experiment was performed by photoexciting quasiparticles in one film

and studying the resulting charge in the energy gap. A detailed compari-

son shows agreement of the experimental results with Little's theory of

the acoustical coupling of solids. In addition, the results indicate that

the acoustic coupling of a thin lead film to the helium bath is much

stronger than to the underlying tin film and substrate.

In another experiment we have measured directly for the first time the

relaxat ion time t of the superconducting energy gap. We show that near

the superconducting transition temperature Tc the relaxation time diverges

as predicted by several authors. By also measuring the equilibrium energy

gap A we find t R very near Tc in agreement with calculations of

Schmid and Schon. It is observed for the first time that near Tc (% 10 mK

below Tc ) the equilibrium energy gap does not obey the ICS temperature

dependence.a result which is attributed to inhomageneities in the films.

iv
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I. Introduction

Superconductivity is a phenomenon exhibited by many metals and

alloys at low temperatures. At particular critical temperature Tc, the metal

undergoes a second order phase transition in which a finite fraction of

the electrons pair up and condense into a "superfluid" exhibiting

macroscopic quantum phenomena. In their now classical paper, Bardeen,

Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS57) layed down the basis for the under-

standing of superconductivity from a microscopic point of view. Their

theory (BCS) predicts the existence of a temperature-dependent energy

gap A(T) in the excitation spectrum of the electrons. This microscopic

theory was able to explain such striking phenomena as zero resistivity

and the Meissner effect. Subsequently many theoretical predictions,

such an of superconducting tunneling and the Josephson effect (Jo62),

were experimentally confirmed (0160, AR63).

Since the equilibrium properties of superconductors are now fairly

well understood (Parks 69), there has recently been extensive work done in

the study of nonequilibrium superconductivity (La74, La75). Most of

these studies were done at small deviations fromequilibrium so that many

equilibrium concepts couldbe extended to the nonequilibrium situation.

Extensive experimental as well as theoretical work was dedicated to the

measurewent of relaxation times in superconductors, since precisely these

relaxation times are the ones that set the time scale for nonequilibrium

phenomena. Most of the relaxation time measurements were performed on

thin films deposited on insulator substrates immersed in liquid helium.

It was recognized (RT67) that the phonons play an important role in these

measurements since the relaxation times are enhanced by a factor that

1
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depends on the coupling of the phones to the surroundiag nviroamvnt.

An atteet to sasure the phonon coupling of two superconduct iag thin

film Is the suhject of Chapter WY of this thesis.

Because superconductors close to the transition teperature Tc obey

the Landau second order passe trssit io. theory wry closely, it is to be

expected the the predict ioe of a time-dependest second order phase

trastion will be as indication of the ongilibriu bebavior of

superconductors close to Tc . Land end Kha lat nikov (LRS4) predicted

that the relaxation cti of the osder peraeter (i.e., *ergy ap in

superconductore) sheud diverge s Tc is approached. A measureent of

this relast ion tim is a supercondw tor is the sbjJect of Chapter V

of this thesis.

Msnequilibrimn situations are establised is superconductors by

(a) photoencitatiom (itlluamstime with a laser). (b) superpoeitioe of

AC sad C currents. (c) driving currents through a moraul-Superconductor

interface. or (s) by injecting euasipsrticles through a thie oxide

barrier. In this erdy the ainegilibrim sitetimn was established

by pbteewitatil.md the bhwwior of the superconductor during or after

lliastie use studied. T1e supercendecter ich wa disturbed fran

egtiibr im ws a this file *tAch was part of a t1 je ctios. This

peruit ted silmtarees wsseeses of the energy ppe Od of

relantlen twe.

to Is ter It e describe briefly the micresespie theory (ES) , the

ph sslesel Olasbwg-lbS theory.and superonducting i e t eltg.

Ia pster I I we gI ribe tbs di(fewest relsestims tiaeo in s pormce-

donors as weil as the eerimass and teerles for phtoestwitatisn.

to Cpiwtr nV we gaw a detailed diacussion of Utctcle's theory of
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aroustIr couplIng of %olIds and the theory and experImset for the

acoustic coupling of thin superconducting film. In Chapter V we

describe a pienommnalogical and microscopic theory for the relmaotiab

of the aperconduct ing order paramter as well an experia mt in

wbich this relamation time wes masured directly for the first tim.



It. tquilibr a Superconductivity

11.1. Introduction

At low temperature (around the liquid helium range) may antals and

alloys show a second order phase transition to a thermodynaic state is

which, amng sm.y other striking phe na, the C resistivity of the

metals or alleys drops to sero. This -ew theruodynamic state is the so-

called superconducting state. Although the phenomenon of superconductiv-

ity wes discovered in 1911, it took so years to develop a microscopic

theory (BCS7). This ca be understood by the fact that the binding

mergy of an electron in a noral metal is of the order of the Ferai

energy (% 1 eV) and on the other base the "condensat ion energy" (the

difference between the binding energy is the normal and in the super-

conducting state) is about 6 order of rwiitude esller. because of

this, in order to apply a perturbation theory, it is neeessary to have a

normal state theory which is correct at least to one part in a million.

Since so norasl state theory is correct to this accuracy, ay perturbat ion

scheme is doomed to fail.

The equilibri. properties of superconductors are well established

from an expermtal as well as a theoretical (macroscopic and micro-

scopic) point of viw. Altbough the present work is a research on the

nonequilibriam properties of superconductorswo will briefly describe

sous of the equilibria. concepts which are carried over to nonequilibrium

situations.

We will briefly describe the microscopic GiLsburg-Landau (GL.S0)

second order phase transit ion theory as well as the Sardeen-Cooper-

Schrief fer (3C) (A557) microscopic theory. From the esperimstal

4
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point of view we &re only going to describe superconducting tuaseling

and we are not going to detail the very interesting phenomena of zero

resistance and Meissner effect.

11.2. The 5CS Theory

The success of tte KS theory is due to the fact that instead of

trying to correct the normal state theory. ICS isolated the interaction

that is responsible for producing supercs.dctivity and assumed that

all the other Interactions are the sane in the noral and superconducting

states.

The ground work was laid dawn by Frohlich (Frs0). who shoved how a

short range alectroo-phomen interact ion can give rise to a long range

electroa-electron interact ion. Intuttivelys tist happens is that an

electron attracts (via the Coulomb interaction) the surrounding ions,

deforming the lattice locally. Since the typical frequencies of a phonon

are of the order of 10u3 sec and the Fermd velocity of an electron is

of the order of 1016 A/sec. the electron can sow 10 lattice spwcings

before the lattice can relas back to its equilibrium position. Another

electron "in passing" feels the force due to these displaced ions and

indirectly, the., is Interacting with an electron which is tar swy (103

lattice spscings). Later Cooper (Co57) hd that two electrons out-

side a Fermi sea that Interact with an attractive potential will pair

and have a bound state of opposite momenta.

Based on these idess, ICi proposed a mndel Immiltoaiae In which they

assumed that sIce different metals show superconductivity, the crystal

symetry Is unmortant and there are going to be only small

changes to total energy with the smprwec etlag tradition. the
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electron-phonon interaction is a good candidate for the interaction for

the following: Mtroug coupling aiatan (Ph. Hg, etc.) are super-

conductor. vIs.'.s... weak 4esspling metal* (Cu, Na, etc.) are nut;

the .lectron-phonon interaction In attractive;

superconductors show an isotope effect in which the transition taepra-

ture increases with isotopic ass. The ground state was assumed to be

formed by electron paired (of the type described by Cooper). and the

interactions present to be the phonen mediated electron-electron inter-

action. Assuming a square well potential for the attractive interaction

ICS were able to predict the existence of a teeperature-dependent for-

bidden energy gap A (T) for the electrons. They showed that the dis-

tribution function for the excitations is Fetam-like

(t1-1)
fk + exp V T

where ck is the excitation energy of mentu k (here ck is a function of

A and T). The energy pp Is given implicitly in the equation

Jo d 2
Aeq No-~ -2c eq) (1c=-2)

eq

where N is the density of states at the erm surface in the 'm s1

metal, V is the depth of the potential well and w. L the Debye frequency.

Tis reduces at mere tperature to

A (0) " 1.76 k3 c (11-3)

where T ie the transition temperature and close to Tc

A (T) % 3.2 k - TIT)1 2 (11-4)
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11.3. The Phenomsnological Ginsburg-Landau Theory

In the vicinity of the transition teaperaturethe free energy of a

superconductor, in the absence of ap etic fields and inhoasgeneit ies,

is written as

eq'T. - F0(P.T) + A(PT)#2 + C(PT)9r IISeqMe 4 -5

Where 9 , the order paramter, is sero at high teuPerstures and con-

tinuous across the tranition into the ordered phase. From general

consideration of stability, Ciasburg-Landau assumed C > 0 and A < 0

below Tc and A > 0 above Tc. The transition point is determined fron

the condition A(PT) " 0.

In the vicinity of Tc, A(P.T) is expanded in series in the dif-

ference T-Tc.and neglecting higher order terms one writes

A(P.T) " a(P)(T- ) . (1146)

The teiersture Nep me of the order parameter is determined f rom the

condition that the free energy has to be a mianimn in equilibrium. This

yields

" (Tt" T)(Il-i)

This is the em twprstre depends. as the ,gy pp o the s

th~ety close to T,,amd it has been ecum by bsrhev (GoS9) that in

equl1brim close to T,, the .CS theory is equivalent to the G-L theory,

with 0"e a e. It ws also fora by Gorbow that 9 is the svefunction

for the supereomdwting eletre and so | | 1 a, the density of

Cooper pairs.
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11.4. Superconducting Tunneling

Since the experimer.ts described in this thesis were performed on

superconducting tunnel junctions, we will describe in this sectior, the

phenomenon of superconducting tunneling.

If a superconductor is separated from a normal metal or another
.

supertcoductor by a tbin (% 10 A) insulator, a very sharp structure appears

in the I-V characteristic of this system. because of the existence of a

forbidden energy gap a in the excitation spectrum, an electron with an

esrgy eV < A vill not be able to turoml across the oxide barrier into

the forbidden energy states. Cotner ntly, for voltages such that

eV < A.no current wiii flow across the junction. At a voltage for

which .v " A current will start flowing across the junction because now

the electrons vil be able to tunnel into the allowed energy states

above the pp. At auch higher voltages the characteristic will approach

the normal state characteristic of the oxide. A meaaromeat of the

equilibri a energy gpps de froe this 1-V characteristic agrees well

with the predictions of the KS tbory (described is this chapter)

although close to Tc deviations from the theoretical behavior, which are

presumably due to iahosgeseiti'e or edge effects in the )unctions. are

observed (see Chapter V). A series of characteristic curves for a

seupereector-awlateor-swpercodoctor tuel junction is shows is

Fig. Il-1 (Ta6).

If the tunnil jeactien is formed from two liffereot superconductori.

structuse em be .. Is the I-V crrracteristic at the s5 sad difference

of the mnsraw gape. Frm this structure the inerpy gape of both mupr-

condrctore can be detesmiaed. If the tw superconductors have quite



Fig. 11-1: I-V characteristic for an Al-A1203-Al superconducting

tunnel junction. Notice the sharp structure at

eV - AM (alter U63).

9
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different transition temperatures, the energy gap of one of the supercon-

ductors (the one with lowest transition temperature) can be determined

more precisely in this way than by using a junction made of the sams

material. This is because the structure in the I-V characteristics,

close to Tc is sharper in this case (see Chapter V). An example of

I-V characteristics for a tunnel junction mnde of dissimilar supercon-

ductors is shown in Fig. 11-2.
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Fig. 11-2: I-V characteristic for an Sa-SaG-Pb tuel junction.

Notice the sharp structure at eV " (A S + ) and at

eV " (Aft - Asa) (aftar Ta63).
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III. Nonequilibrium Superconductivity

111.1. Introduction

Recently there has been a considerable amount of work done in order to

characterize the nonequilibrium properties of superconductors. Since in

most applications (superconducting magnets, transmission lines, etc.)

the superconductors are used in a nonequilibrium situation, it is impor-

tant from an applied as well as a fundamental point of view to understand

their nonequilibrium behavior.

Since the macroscopic and microscopic theories are so successful

in explaining the equilibrium properties of superconductors,it is

reasonable to carry over to nonequilibrium situations many of the con-

cepts used in equilibrium. It is assumed that it is still legitimate

to describe the superconductor through a local energy gap or order

parameter and a local excitation spectrum. It was suggested (GE68, VK74)

that due to the existence of the energy gapa simple relaxation scheme

is not valid for a superconductor. Because of the singularity in the

excitation spectrum all related quantities will have a singularity in

their frequency spectrum (Yu74). This singularity will manifest itself

as an oscillatory behavior in the nonequilibrium relaxation phenomena.

Since the characteristic frequency for this oscillation is the "gap fre-

quency", for longer times, it is -pected that the concept of a relaxation

tiem will be valid.

For small deviations from equilibrium it is expected that these

assumptions are valid, but even for large deviations from equilibrium we

will have to start and extend from the equilibrium concepts. Since the

quasiparticles, the Cooper pairs and the phonons form a coupled system.

14
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there are many possible relaxation processes. These relaxation processes

include (Lal5): (a) inelastic scattering of quasiparticles and phonons,

(b) recombination and pair breaking with emission of phonons at low

temperatures and relaxation of the energy gap at temperatures close to

the transition temperature, (c) diffusion of excited quasipa-ticles and

phonons, and (d) escape of phonons into the substrate or liquid helium.

In the next sections we will describe the relaxation times associated

with this processes.

In order to study the nonequilibrium properties of a superconductor

a nonequilibrium situation is created by: (a) injecting quasiparticles

into a superconductor through a tunnel junction (LH68, GLA69, Gr71,

C172, CP74), (b) driving a current through a region where the energy gap

changes spatially, as at a normal superconductor interface (YM72, Yu74),

(c) applying alternating currents to the superconductor (PM73), or (d)

illuminating the superconductor with a laser (Te71, PW72, HDN7&, Sa74,

Pa75, SG75). In the present experiments the superconductor was per-

turbed by illuminating it with a laser, and because of this in Section 3

of this chapter we will describe the current theories for the photo-

excitation of a superconductor.

111.2. Relaxation Times in Superconductors

Since the time scale for the time-dependent phenomena is set by the

various relaxation times,we are going to review the subject in thi-

section. Even for small perturbations from equilibrium there are a

large number of relaxation times measured. Up to date there have been

only two theoretical efforts by Kaplan et al. (Ka75), and Gray (Gr75)

to describe these relaxation times. (Ka75) have been able to calculate
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the low energy quasipartirle and phonon lifetirwo using the low

frequency part of the weighted phonon density of utaten ( )P(:).

On the other hand (Grl$) wan able to clansify tht' various

relaxation ties close to Tc using a scheme suggested by Schmid and

Schon (5575). In this section we will describe the various relaxation

times and their dependence on temperature. We will also give a compila-

tion of the relaxation times measured to date.

The relaxation times that were first measured wer.' the quasiparticlo

recombiaation lifetime (1D67, LI68, CLA69, 1171, P72, 01DW74, Pa74),

the most complete study being that of (Gr69) in aluminum. These (Gr69)

measuremeats were done on a double tunnel Junction as illustrated in the

inset of Fig. Ill-1. One of the junctions was used to inject quasi-

particles in the nonequilibrism region where the increase in the

steady state quasiparticle distribution is proportional to the relaxation

tims. This increase is measured with the second tunnel junction, and

the results obtained by (Gr69) indicate that the recombination lifetime

is given by i T. 1/ eI2 5 as shown in Fig. I1-1. in good agreement

with the theoretical predictions (G62. RC63). The same temperature

dependence was measured later In lead (PW72) and tin (13176. Pa74). so

we coaclude that the temerature dependence of the quasiparticle recom-

biati on lifetimes is well established, and that theory and experient

are in god agrenent. It should be pointed out that in these lifetime

experiments the time that is measured is an effective lifetime which is

different from the actual recombination lifetime by a factor (1 + /2Y).

where $ is the pair breaking probability and y is the escape probability

for phonons from the energy rasp tho > 26 by processes other than pair
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Fig. III-1: Recombination lifetims vs & /kT (Qq; the equilibrium

energy gap) as measured in the steady state experiments

of Cray (Cr69). The solid line is the theoretical

prediction. The inset shows a schematic of the experi-

ment as described in the text.
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breaking. The conclusions of (GLA69) indicate that 0.2 < q/2y < 1

for their experiment, whereas the recent results of Smith and Mochel

(SM75) conclude that 7.5 < 8/2Y < 8.7 (although there are objections

that can be raised (Gr75) to this last experiment). Because the

phonons can modify substantially the measured lifetimes,it is impor-

tant to determine the role they play in this type of recombination

experiment. A determination of y will be the subject of Chapter IV of

this thesis,which will help in clarifying this problem.

One of the relaxation times that received the least amount of

attention from the experimental (MD67) and the theoretical (Th72) points

of view is the thermalization time TTh. In all lifetime experiments

it is assumed that the relaxation process of the excited quasiparticles

at low temperature occurs in two steps. First, the highly excited

quasiparticles relax (thermalize) with a characteristic time TTh to a

quasiequilibrium distribution (close to the gap edge) and then recombine

with a much longer characteristic time TR, the recombination lifetime.

The measurements of Miller and Dayem (MD67), shown in Fig. III-2, indicate

that TTh a exp(-3.34(E - A /A )] where E is the energy of the excited

quasiparticle and Aeq is the equilibrium energy gap. These results are

not convincing. The recombination lifetime they measure has a different

temperature dependence from other experiments and theoretical pre-

dictions; however, this discrepancy has been explained (Gr75). A theoretical

calculation of Tinkham (Th72) shows that the important steps in the

thermalization process are the low energy steps so that the time is

independent of the initial energy distribution. (Th72) finds that

the thermalization time t to a temperature T* is given by the relation-

-1/3ship T a t
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Fig. III-2: Thermalization time as calculated from the steady state

experiments of Miller and Dayem (MD67). (Here a refers

to the equilibrium energy gap.)
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Yet another no. quilibrium situation can be induced In a super-

conductor if the electron and hole branches of the excitation spectrum

are not populated equally. This can be dons, for instance by injeting

quasiparticles into a superconductor through a tunnel junction at

V >' i. The relaxation time T (branch mixing tine) back to equilibrium,

where both branches are equally populated, we shob.. to be proportional

to 1/O and hence diwerge close to Tc (Ct72. Pa3. CP74). Nre 4

is the equilibrium energy gap. Mis in in agreement with a theory

developed by Tinkhm and Clarke (CD72) im which it is assuned that branch

imbalance implies that the chemical potential for the pairs is different

frem the chemical potential for the quasiparticles. It is this difference

in the chemical po'.entials that gives rise to the brach imbalance. A

grapb of the expe-imental results of Paterson (Pal3) and a diagram

(TC72) illustrating the experisent are shian is fig. 111-3. A theory

(SS7s) that will be described in Chapter V predicts that the branch

unbalance relaxation in equivalent to the relaxation of thes phase of

the superceenductig order parameter, and also predicts that t diverges

as 1/o tn agreent with the inperimmtal results.

By Studying the respenasee of a micremve biad OWK (upercenducting

Qmstm Interference Device) 9 behford et al. (O75) Coe1 d that the

miim res poe tim of a a1P0. Tr. is son proport ienal to 1/4 . It

wa sqgested by them that this might reflet the characteristic WtL

for the response of a mrperentent to en electric field. In en earlier

calculation (N@70) it wa predicted that this time M1ld diverge as

/A few supereendetng mierebridgee of width les then the edwreone

length. rod m Swgn. s and theory are IN quantitative atrinM (smp

Fig. 11I-4) altho it me "mgseated (pas) that this oveqeimt Gigt
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Fig. 111-3: Brsach sising tim vs the reduced toprature Ms urged

by Paturs (Pa"3).
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Fig. III-4: Limiting flux passage time in a SQUID vs A (0)/A (T)

.masured by Iachford of al. (AW0l75).
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be only a measurement of the temperature variation of the resistance of

the weak link in the SQUID.

For a superconductor above the transition temperature it is expected

that the superconducting fluctuations will relax with a characteristic

time that diverged as 1/A2 in approaching Tc (see Chapter V). This

was studied experimentally (Ca75) by measuring the excess current in a

tunnel junction in which one of the electrodes was well below the transi-

tion temperature and the other just above its transition remperature

(Fig. III-5). It was found that the relaxation time is in good agree-

ment with the theoretical prediction described in Chapter V based on the

Cinsburg-Landau theory.

In studying the response time of a superconductor to an AC current,

Peters and Meissner (PH73) derived from measurements a relaxation time

for the Cooper pair density which diverges as (Tc - T)-1/2 as predicted

(Sch69). This measurement is not conclusive since the experimental

data shows only an increase of about a factor of 2 and a substantial

scatter. In Chapter V a measurement of the relaxation time of the super-

conducting ordet parameter will be described. For the sake of complete-

ness we will just state that the results are consistent with recent

theoretical predictions (SS75) which conclude that the relaxation time

of the order parameter diverges as 1/A .

In conclusion, at low temperatures the recombination lifetimes

in type-1 superconductors, the branch mixing tiwe and the relaxation time

of the magnitude of the order parameter, are well established theoretically

as well as experimentally . The relaxation of the quasiparticle density and
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Fig. III-5: Ginzburg-Landau relaxation time vs reduced temperature

as measured by Carlson (Ca75). The solid line is .he

theoretical prediction described in Chapter V.
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the condensate is only determined (in the whole superconducting tempera-

ture range) for aluminum.

Experimental work is still needed to measure the recombination

lifetimes in type II superconductors and to clarify the behavior the

thermalization times at all temperatures. A table of the experimuntally

measured relaxation time are shown in Table III-1. Because of the

different values for density of states, film thicknesses, etc., that

are used in their determination, these lifetime must be corrected

for a detailed comarison (see Chapter Iv).

III.3. Photoexcitation: Rxprimsnts and Theory

Several methods (transport current, AC currents, tunnel injection,

photoexcitation, etc.) have been used in order to create a nonequilibrium

situation in a superconductor. From the eiperimsntal point of view,

illumination with a laser (photoexcitation) is a very convenient way

of inducing a nonequilibrium situation in a superconductor, since light

produces no additional electronic noise in the measuring apparatus.

The first photoescitation experiments were those of Testardi (Te71)

in which the DC resistance of a lead film under laser illumination we

studied. From these eqeriments it we concluded that the supercon-

ductivity can be destroyed by light, and that simple lattice-heating

("thermal effects") cannot account for this. They also conclude that

this is a phenomenon involving the electrons.

O.en and Scalapino (0872) developed a model of a superconductor

considering an electron gas containing Cooper pairs and unpaired excited

quasiparticles. In their model, the ratio of paired to unpaired



Experimental values of relaxation times.

Material and
Name Symbol Value Temperature Comments Reference

Auger

Theralization

Recombination Lifetime TR

Effective Lifetime

Tauger

T

Estimated10 10-13_ 1014

1.11 x 107

x exp(-3.34E A)

109 /100 A

5.5 x 10-10

6 x 10-8 -1/2 A/kT

7 x 10 9T-1/2 tA/kT

4 x 10-9T-1/2 A/kT

9 x 10 T e1/2A/kT

6 x 10-10 -1/2eA/kT

2.5 x 10~7

1 x 10- 9T1/2eA/kT

1.9 x 10-9T-1/2e AkT

2.5 x 10-9 T-1/2eA/kT

(La74)

Films

Tf*. final temperature
Estimated

Extrapolated to 0 film
thickness, tunneling

Injection at V - 4A

He/3500 A Sn/sapphire

He/3200 A Sn/glass
0S

He/4000 A Sn/sapphire

He/3000 A Sn/sapphire

He/400 A Sn/quartz

He/750 A Sn/quartz

He/900 A Sn/quartz

(MD67)

(Sa74)

(Th72)

(Gril)

(SM75)

(Pa74)

(HDN74)

(ED67)

(Da72)

(La75)

(La75)

(La75)

A1(0.37*K)

Sn

Sn(Tf* ) Tc)

Al

Al

Sn

Sn

Sn

Sn (1*K)

Sn

Sn

Sn

wa
r-

Tff

Tab le I.



Table I. (cont.)

Material and
Name Symbol Value Temperature Comments Reference

I'I iI'~ A11w.0

Branch imbalance

inism, flux passage

Ginzburg-Landau

Order-Parameter
Relaxation

TQ

Tf(0)

Tf

TGL

TA

8 x10-"T-'ie. l ff L

(1 0.2) x 10 10
e(0) /A(T)

3 x10-10 A(0)/A(T)

0.65 x 1010

(0.60.) x 10-1
2

(0.7 0.1) x 10-12
A(0) /A(T)

8T -T

1.4 x 10-10
A(0)/A(T)

1.5 x108

A(0)/A(T)

Pb He/1000-2000 A
Sn/sapphire or glass

Close to T
Sn c

Sn dirty

Ta (0*K)

Pb-40%-Th

Sn

Al

T/T > 0.7
Cv'

(PW72)

(CP74)

(CP74)

(Yu74)

(RWNH75)

(RWNH75)

(ACG72)Above Tc

Sn(0.95 < T/T
<_ 0.995) c

Al(0.99 T/T
S 1.0)

(PM73)

(SG76)
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electrons is artificially specified instead of being uniquely determined

by the temperature. The electron gas is assumed to be in thermal

equilibrium with the lattice, but the Cooper pairs and the quasiparticles

are not in chemical equilibrium. Their calculation is similar to BCS

with an additional constraint on the total quasiparticle excitation

number. The effect of this additional constraint is to introduce a

new chemical potential p* in the quasiparticle distribution function so

that the distribution function is f(E) - (1 + exp$(E - y*))-1 where

- l/kT. In the low temperature limit they find two algebraic equations

(- )3 2 + n21/2 - n } 2 (III-1)
o 0

2 e2n - 2 -)2 (I11-2)

0 0

where A is the zero temperature equilibrium energy gap, A is the value

of the energy gap in the nonequilibrium situation and 4N0 0 n is

the excess number of quasiparticles per unit volume due to light

illumination (N0  is the density of states at the Fermi surface). A

graph of a versus n in the (OS72) model is shown in Fig. III-6.

In this model the superconducting state is energetically unfavorable

at some critical value for n and the superconductor becomes normal

(indicated by the dashed line in Fig. III-6).

Elesin (Et73) pointed out that in the case of large excess quasi-

particle number it is incorrect to assume that the distribution function

of the nonequilibrium quasiparticles is described by a Fermi function.

Based on the Gor'kov-Eliashberg formulation (GE68), (EK73) showed that

at zero temperature the dependence of A on n is given by



Fig. III-6: Normalized energy gap vs the excess quasiparticle

number n as calculated from the Oven and Scalapino

(OS72) theory, for a particular value of temperature.

The dashed line indicates the region in which the

superconducting state is energetically unfavorable.

34
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4e
A - 0(1 - 2n)(1 + to e)- (111-I)

and that the distribution function does mot Shw "populat ien inversion"

(f(E) > 1/2). A plot of A versus a is shoun in Fig. 1 1-7. It can be

seen uiuat for large values of a the energy gap is mltivalued and con-

swquetly the system will probably be unstable. (This wse set pointed

out by 174).

An alternate thery wae proposed by Parker (Pa73) is which the

quseiparticles are is thermal and chedcal equilibrium at as effective

temerature Ta greater than the belium beth temperature.

The dependence of the gap a es a. for small s. t the ear for all

three models and is

Various e xperimets relettag to the theories will a be described.

Is two eqerimsts (P72. pa74) the effective lifetime of quewitpastiles

were detereiad is lead and is tin with the use of the (0872) theory. The

depeaderce of to e s e aslm determimad frem ems of the experiment

(MV72) altheo 0 the role of the phemes me ceiletely ngleetd, as

will be described a Cbepter IV. These seriamsts were performed by

biasiag a timarl juetie om the rapidky ritag perties of the 1-

charseteristic. the chew is the try ap and hes the chasm is

pap demeity due to illmimatiss ws Mared s a fretilm of temertwn.

Ia a different experamt Me et al. (M74) biased a tinl jestims

at veltae les the the meiy ba amd hosee mssmrred w msesquilibeiM

queeipartiele density directly. driag ad aftee Wwamtetm by a feet

risetim poles of 1W#. the Nssipartiele Ufetim msrred La this
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Fig. 11-7: Normlised energy gap versus excess quasiparticle

auber a at high illumiations from the theory of

llesia (UM?). Notice that the energy pap is multi-

valued for large values of a indicating that the system

will probably be unstable.
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experiment is in agreeinnt with the theoretical prediction but for large

values of n the first order phase transition predicted by (OS72) was

not observed.

In studying the microwave reflectivity of thin films, Sai-Halas:

et al. (Sa74) found agreement with the (0S72) theory at low tempera-

tures and low values of n but failed to observe the phase transition

predicted in the (0572) model for "large" values of n.

In suimiryat low light intensitiee the *w4eJ.l; theories agree

on the dependence of A on nand this is consistent with the experimental

results. At high light intensities the models of (0572) and (E173) do

not agree with the experimental results that fail to shcw a supercon-

ducting to normal phase transition.
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IV. Acoustic Coupling of 'Thin Superconducting Films

IV.1. Introduction

In recent years there has been extensive work on nonequilibrium

superconducting films to measure quasiparticle lifetimes (ND67. LM69,

CIA69, 1.71, PW72, HDN74) and to check theoreti.al calculations (0572)

about the nonequilibrium state. The nonequilibrium state was obtained

by increasing the number of quasiparticles above the thermal equilibrium

value and in most cases the role of the extra phonons was neglected.

Although the importance of the phonons was recognised by Rothvarf and

Talor (3T67), only a few attew'ts (Cr71. Lo73) were made to account for

these because of the difficulty of measuring and adequately estimating

their effect.

In order to determine the role of the phonons in photoexcitation

experiments, the data of (PV72) can be reanalysed. As was described in

Chapter III, using a tunnel junction, (W72) measured the change in the

energy gap of a superconductor due to laser illumination. From this they

determined the variation of u*, the cheMcal potential introduced by

(0572) to characterise a nowequilibrium superconductor, v'th n, the

excess quasiparticle number -- thermalised at the lattice temperature.

(Cr73) reinterpreted the photoexcitation results of (P72) :!! assuming

that both films in their tin-tin tunnel junction are equally .ffcted

by the perturbation introduced by the light. If both film ow equally

affected, the true change in the energy gap is one half of theet measure-

meet and consequently n, the excess quasiparticle number, is one belf of

their quoted value, since
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1 - 2n . (IV-1)A (0)

In addition, the tunneling urrent due to the light perturbation

is given by

1 1 + exp(3(W*(n) + 4(0) - L(n))) (IV-2)1(0)

where I(n) is the tunneling current of the illuminated junction, I(0) is

the current of the unilluminated junction. O() is the thermal equilibrium

energy gap. A(n) is the energy gap of the illuminated superconductor ant

u" is the chemical potential.

The values of I(n)/1(O) twou the exporisr*t of (P172) can be cni-

culated from their data for u'(n)/kT verusu n. as(n) can then be

recalculated frow these experimnta1 v4l'.-. 'nr I(n)/1(0), -%%suaing

that both film are equally aftected by the ,-urtorbation. Thear result K

are shown in Fig. IV-1 along wiuth Oh . data of (PL72) and the

cwuparison to the (0S72) theory. I; C.1n be Men that theme rcalculated

results fit the (0S72) theory as v.11 as the original data. Therefore

(Cr7)) concluded that photoexcitation experiments on tunnel junctions

of similar metals are not very sensitive to the behavior of the phonons.

Phonons are expected to readily pass the this tunnel barrier (% 10 A

thick), but this experiment leaves open the question of the perturbation

in the second film.

On the other hand, if a tunnel junction is made of dissimilar metals

it is possible to separate. the contributing of the tam filme by their

different temperature depened4ces. In tais caapter we will describe an

experiment similar to that of (*172) bat using tuvmel junction of dis-
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Fig. IV-1: Chemical potential versus excess quasiparticle number

from the theory of Owen and Scalapino, the experiments

of Parker and Williams, and the experiments of Parker

axt Williams reinterpreted as described in the text.
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similar metals. We are able to separate the effects of the phonons from

those of the directly-injected quasiparticles; the technique for

separating these two contributions from the experimental data will be

described later. From this experiment we can obtain the coupling of

Lhe films by phonons.

In Section 2 of this chapter we will discuss the theory for the

acoustic coupling of solids. In Section 3 the theory for the excess

number of quasiparticles will be described together with its relationship

to c, a coupling parameter between the films that will be defined. The

interpretation of this coupling parameter in terms of phonon escape

parameters will also be described in this section. Section 4 is devoted

to a description of the experimental setup,and in Section 5 we describe

the experimental procedure. In Section 6 we evaluate the temperature

dependence for each film for various values of the coupling parameter

E and determine c by choosing the best fit to the theory.

The results show that the phonon escape parameter from lead into

tin agrees with calculated values. In addition to this the results

are consistent with the assumption that the acoustic coupling of lead

to helium is much higher than the coupling of lead to tin.

IV.2. Theory for Acoustic Coupling of Solids

The most successful theory for the transport of heat betireen solids

at low temperature was advanced by Little (Li59). Corrections to this

theory to account for the phonon attenuation in solids were made by

Paterson and Anderson (PA72).
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Following Little we consider two semi-infinite isotropic solids

in contact in the plane zy at x - 0. In order to simplify the problem

tie consider only longitudinal phonons; transverse phonons can be accounted

for by a simple generalization of the equations.

The heat flow across the interface from medium 1 to medium 2 is

given by:

- f N(v,9 1 )a 1(8)de 1dvdA - f N2 (v,2) 2 (82 )d92dvdA (IV-3)

where N (vP ) is the number of phonons of frequency v incident on the

interface at an angle 8 per unit area and unit time and ac(91 ) is the

transmission coefficient of the interface for phonons incident ac an

angle 01 in the medium i (i - 1,2). It was shown by Rayleigh (Ra45) that

for acoustical waves this coefficient is

4p2c2 cos82

P c cos9

al (el) " a2 (2) p c2 cos 2 2I-
(22+ 2)2
( - + csplc cose1 1 1

and it should be the same for longitudinal phonons. On the other hand

NI(v,9 ) cN i(v)coseisinOi (IV-5)

where ci is the group velocity of the longitudinal phonons and NI (v)dv

is the number of phonons of energy between by and h(v + dv) pir unit

volume. Since phonons obey the Bose-Einstein statistic, we have

2
N(v)dv - 43 v dv (IV-5)

c e /kT - 1
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Inserting all this into the equation for dQ/dt and integrating over the

area, we obtain

Qf 2wrk 4l'A 4 -4 T .~ergs IV7h
2th 3P [T1 f(T) -T2 f 2sc(V7

1

where

hv /kT3

f (T) -f zadz
o e -1

z " hv/kT (IV-8)

and

ir/2

r - f  a l( 1)sin01cos81dO1  (IV-9)

At low temperatures (T << Debye) one can make the usual approximation

hv /kT - % and by performing the integral IV.8, one obtains

A- 2,k4IA (T4 - T )dt h3c2 15 1 2
1

- 5.01 x 1016 ? (T - T2) ergs/sec (IV-10)

c1

with c 1 in cm/sec and T in *K.

This may be generalized to the contribution from the transverse

phonons to obtain (L159)

r 2r
5.01 x 1016 A + 2  (Tl - T 2 ) ergs/sec cm2 (IV-1)

w it

with
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r - transmission coefficient of longitudinal phonons and rt - trans-

mission coefficient of transverse phonons.

When both types of waves (longitudinal and transverse) are present,

the evaluation of the F's is not straightforward since each incident

wave breaks into four waves, reflected transverse and longitudinal and

refracted transverse and longitudinal. Since the velocities of the waves

differ from each other there are two critical angles present. A phase

shift occurs for these two angles between the reflected and refracted

waves which depends on the angle of incidence. Little's numerical calcu-

lation for the contours of F are shown in Fig. IV-2.

In Little's theory it is required that as many phonons scatter into

a solid angle do and energy interval dE as scatter out. This has to be

modified in order to take into account the fact that we have a uniform

isotropic source of phonons throughout the film. (CLA69) introduced a

quantity fwhich is the fraction of phonous escaping the film. If the

phonon mean free path A is much smiler than the thickness of the film d,

the only phonona that will reach the interface will be those that

are at a distance A from the interface. With this

f a for A << d (IV-12)

where a * 2r is the average phonon-trausmission coefficient at the boundary

and can be obtained directly from Little's theory. A detailed calculation

of f for arbitrary ratio d/A was done by Cray (Cr71) by assuming specular

reflection at both surfaces of the film and by taking into account that

phonoso are damped due to pair breaking.

His results indicate that
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Fig. IV-2. Transmission coefficients contours for longitudinal and

transverse phonons, as a function of the ratio of sound

velocities and of the ratio of densities of two media

for Poisson's ratio of 0.33, as calculated by Little.
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m

f (- a I (1 - a)a((m + 1 ) 1 (-13)
0.0

where

M() - (0 - O)e- - E2 E-

with

I -v

IT.). Theory for the lacess Wmber of Queasparticles

The equations that deasribe the ionewqillbrium quasiparticle and

phones densitls in a superconducting fila (MTI7) are

" IO + ON - W IV14

-- - 2 My Y<M, - CM> (5V-1S)

where M Is the total m"er of queiparticles. B Is the reco'iat ion

coefftici tt. Mr is the total er of phoemmm with mrg U 3 20.

0() to the ya lw In thom l equ libr ism. B Ia the probability for pair

breaking by eah phems. v to the probability for pboeas to be lost

out of the energy rap 1W 1 2 by processes other than pair breaking.

10 to the noeer of gqsaipartielee injected per c.3 per see and %. a

term Introdeced by e is the ember of phoese Injected per es3 per sec.

ta thermal equilibr im there Is a dymmie e"l ibrim betwa'n pairs

and quaeapatielas, i.e.. $N () " W(T)2 Mere M(T) in the thermal equili-

uri gvespartiele density. gsing this relation the steady state
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solution 01 Eqs. (IV-14) and (TV-15) is given by

I
S tot2 + 2M(T)Q - (1 + P) + % 'V-4

where N * N - (T). equation (IV-16) is valid in both superconductors

of a tunnel junction. Uoiever, if we illuminate only one file of the

junction the inmailluminated film will have no direct ir.jection of quasi-

particles since the film are opaque so that Iq. (TV-16) becomes

5' ! h. 2 + 2'(T)hM' " % . (-17)

whre primed quantities refer to the nnillumiated film. In each equation

the term on the right is the "source" perturbing the quasiparticle popula-

tion. Wen it is saero. 63 is sero.

The relative effect of the illumination on the nonilluminated film

is determined by the ratio t of the perturbing sources; i.e.,

C /k (1 + ) + K(

and this t is the phomac coupling paramster that we deteumWe experientally.

qpations (IV-16) and (IV-17) are additionally coupled through the

eperisetally masnured ebsup in the emorgy p (66 ) due to illumination.

In the theory of (0172) and the theory of (PsWS) for smsli walues of 66/0.

we have is each film 6. - */290. where g is the single spi% phbnoo

"w. td. doesity of states at the Feral energy in the Wrosl met. aL d od

is the "nrgy p at sere temerature. we mesure 66 o 66 + d'.



U. use the very convenient siplificatiom

a(T) N , T '(T) " , T ' e( )2

Using Eqs. (IV-16)-(V-19) we obtain

N
6Np " 1-C 266 m + '(T) + t'(T)l

266 + a (T) + O'T) 2 466 (6 a + a'())

1 - ' 1- c'

-N' C'
AN' " U 1266

+~ i()+-C -c~ I
+' ma(T) + ()

l1'(266 + a(T) + a'(T)) 2 4c6'C6 (A,

1- t' , 1- c'

+ m(T))

(IV-21)

where the sigs were choss to give positive values for AN and an .

To determine N(T) we mote that the CS density of qeaiparticke

states is gIves by

eA(S)d" 0 221/2

where N .a the sisge spis. phaes eshasced density of states at the

Ferai surface and 9 is ssaured with respect to the Ferai eneru. Since

the qsiparticles (queaselectrins and qumasihlae) obey the Ferml-Orac

static tiewe have

52

(IV-19)

(IV-20)
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N(T) 2 4N - 21/2 (1 + eE/ )-1 dE
(E A )

so that at low temperature!

N(T) a 4N T (kT)l/2 e-a/kT(1 + 3!+ ... ) (IV-22)

Using this expression for N(T) and the experimentally determined 66 e we

can evaluate AN and AN for a given value of the parameter C.expp

C can then be related to phonon processes in the filas in the

following way. Assuming that the phonons can escape the lead by various

machniam, we write

Y YPbSn + YPbHe YPb5 (IV-23)

where YPbSn relates to phonons lost into the time, YPbKe into helium and

Y b* to any inelastic processes in the lead film other than pair breaking.

(Note that if the phonon energy is degraded below 2A it is effectively

lost (3167. *71), since It cannot break pais.) The rate of phonons

going from the lead f ilm to the t in is YPbSnt.N (from Eq. (IV-15)), and this

is the only perturbation in the tin film, giving the term K in Eq. (IV-17).

The steady state solution of Eqs. (IV--14) and (Ky-15) in the lead (if we

neglect ) is

YAN " . (IV-24)

V K
so we write ' % 2(YMk8) -f. The extra factor of two accounts, roughly,

for the fact that 2AM t 2(Ah) and two tin pairs my be broken by each

2A phon. SUwbtitut img this e Eq. (IV-18) and neglectIng k.



C Y 1 (IV-25)
( 1 + -I)2y

In order to simplify this expression it is necessary to examine the lifetime

experiments in lead (P172, JPK76) and tin (1DN74). These experiments measure

an effective lifetime which is related to the quasiparticle lifetime by

Toff e T(1 + c/2Y) so that we can write for the experimental recombination

coatficient K

S(0 ) (IV-26)
1 " 'xp,

On the other hand. in thermal equilibrium BN (T) " 1N(T)2. N (T) can be

calculated by using the Debye spectrum ad the fact that phones obey the

Bose-Einstein statistic

a6(W)dW " 4x M 3 W2d

(2vs1)

and

M (T) (W)( /kT 1)1
W0

with 4w0 2a. Solving the integral we obtain
0a

3 

(T) " t( ) j22 2 ZA -2ad/kT

At le teeratures esly the terms e 1 is important. Using th eqpressioms

for M(T) and MO(T). 8/1 cam be determined independently from the detailed

recombiastion processes tavelved. Using this and 3q. (11-26). we ses that

the lifetime exper ats are a arseerewmt of $/(1 + 8/2Y). The ssuremvnots



done in aluminum ::rdi',tes that (Cr71) 0.2 c ?r/2"1 1.0 or (SMS, SO7$)

7.6 { /2r e A.7. We can expect this to be the case in tin and lcad xincc

they are strrner cuptinK superronductors and the phnoutn m.sn 1r.yr ;a4i.

in much shorter. We solve the simpler case /2f :> 1 and y'/2(' >- 1,

since if 812' 6 1 or 9'/2y' 1 our results will be in error only by a

factor of % 2 but the conclusions will still he valid. With this,

Eq. (IV-25) becomes

c 2 2- n (IV-27)

To determine c we note that for each film we can write, using Eqs. (IV-14;

and (K-1S),

t
" -X(T) + FI2 (T 0

AN'- N(T) i (T) + Y -

where the nonprimed equation refers to the illuminated fil and the primed

refers to the nonilluminated one. The signs were chosen to give positive

values for AU and AN'. From these equations for low light intensities,

and using the CS expressions (V-22) for N(T) and So(T) at low teMerature,

"N - (1 + -% 10 (i + 2 1/2 , /kT (tV-2R)

KB' F l'l8/2A'/kT
AU' 2 =r- ( ) e (IV-29)

As cam he see% Md varIs nearly expoaetially with A/kT and the slope of

log (OX) versus A/kT at low light intensities is independent of film.
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coupling or relaxation parametet a. . a plot of log (AN) versus 1/kT,

it was determined that this theoretical slope varies between 1.i, as..

1.165 doss to the additional temperature dependent factor (TA(T)) .

In order to determine c we recall that AN is a function of T as

well as of C'. AN is then plotted versus A/kT for various values of c'

and C' is chosen to be that value for which the slope of log (AN )

versus A/kT lies between 1.087 and 1.165. c is determined from c' by using

Eq. (IV-19). Recalling Eq. (IV-27) for c, sic'ce c can be determined as

described and d!R and 8'/R' can be calculated from statistics, our experi-

ment is a direct determination of YbSn/Y'. The relevant physical proper-

ties of lead and tin are sumerized in Table II.

Finally we would like to point out that in a naive way of looting at

the problem (if all phonons are of energy 2A) since A > ASn it is

expected that when tin is illuminated c will be zero since lASn phonons

cannot break pairs in the leak, as illustrated in Fig. IV-3.

IV.A. Experimental Setup

To study the acoustic coupling of superconducting filmswe illuminate

one file of a tunnel junction with a laser and we study the resulting change

in the I-V characteristic.

In this section we will describe the preparation of the tunnel junc-

tions, and the electronics and optics used.

For convenience we used glass substrates instead of sapphire substrates

since (W+72) found no difference in similar optical excitation experiments

below the a point of heliu% vtere our experiments were performed. We found

the cleaning o: the substrates to be crucial ft obtaining sanctions that
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Fig. IV-3. When lead is illuminated 2APb phonons can break pairs in the

tin; when tin is illuminated 2ASn phonons cannot break pairs

in the lead.
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were not shorted. We we'll describe now several cleaning procedures

that gave good results:

Procedure 01: The substrate was held in a gem holder and was

blown for 3-5 minutes with dry nitrogen in order to remove dust

particles. It was then held over boiling trichloroethylene until the

vapors condensed on the substrateat which time it was removed and again

blown with dry nitrogen. This step was repeated 4-5 times.

a
Procedure U2: The substrate was blown with Freon to remove dust

5*
particles and washed in an Alconox solution in the ultrasonic cleaner.

After this the substrate was rinsed successively in distilled water and

acetone and dried with Freon. The substrate was then boiled in methyl-

ethyl-ketone and washed again in a solution of Alconox in the ultrasonic

leanedv. It was then immersed in several baths of boiling water and dried

in an oven at a temperature of about 150*C for 15 minutes.

We feel that the important steps in cleaning are the removal of dust

particles by blowing with a dry nonreactive gas and the subsequent removal

of grease with a strong solvent.

The tunnel junctions were prepared under a pressure of 2 x 10 Torr

with standard evaporation Lechniques. First a 2500 A tin film was con-

densed and a tunnel barrier formed by glow discharge oxidation (.S63) for

one hour under a pressure of 50 mTorr of oxygen. This was followed by

"
"Aero-Duster" MS-220 from Miller Stephenson Chemical Co., 7615 N.

Paulina, Chicago.

he
A cleaning compound from Sargent-Welch Scientific Co., 7300 Linden

Ave.. Skokie., 111. 60076.
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depositing a 2500 A lead file to ford a tunnel junction of area ' 0.04

m' having typical normal resistance of % 1 St at 4.2 K. Immediately

after evaporation the junction was mounted inside the cryostat and the

cryostat was evacuated so as to expose the junction to air for as short a

time as possible.

Light from a Spectra-Physics 15 mW He-Ne laser was mechanically

chopped at 100 Hz and introduced into the cryostat through a 1/8" f iber optic

bundle, illuminating one side of the tunnel junction. At the bottom of

the cryostat the fiber optic bundle war held in a double threaded brass

holder which permitted the displacement of the bundle with respect to the

junction without any twisting. With this holder the junction could be

positiceed as close as S x 104 -= from the end of the fiber optic bundle.

The room to.perature end of the optic bundle was epoxied into a brass

fitting and held by an X-Y mieropositioner fixed to an optical bench.

This permitted us to displace the optical fiber with respect to the light

bees uc.il the signal was maximized. Before reaching the fiber optic

bundle, the chope light traveled through a partially silvered mirror.

The small reflected light from this mirror ws fed Into a photomultiplier

and used as a reference signal for the lock-in amplifier. The intensity

of the light was varied with a set of Oriol laser interference filters for

.
the 6328 A Ne-Ne lime.

The junction was biased with a battery powered current source and

the I-V characteristic of the junction was recorded with a Noneywell 560A

X-Y recorder. The signal due to the chopped light illumination was

measured with a HZ-S PAR lock-in amplif is r. The output of the lock-in

was also applied to an X-Y recorder.

A block diagram of the oprics and electronics is shown in Fig. IV-4.
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rig. 1V-.- Block diagram of electronic and optics. The teerature

stabilizer was built into the system altho"sBh it was not

used for this experiment.
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IV.5. Experimental Procedure

The junction w.as biased at the sum of the energy gaps at approximately

the middle of the rising portion of the tunneling characteristic, as

shnwn in Fig. IV-5. Since a light pulse decreases the energy gap of the

illuminated film, the voltage across the junction is modulated by the

chopped light. The modulated voltage across the junction is 6A , des-

cribed in Section 3 of this chapter. The variation of the signal was

recorded while the bath temperature was allowed to rise slowly to the A

point after being first lowered to about 1.28 K by pumping on the helium

bath. This process took about 1/2 hour, insuring a good approximation to

thermal equilibrium. The sllest signals detected were of the order of

100 nV whereas the average noise and pickup without illumination was less

than 10 nV. Several checks at a chopping frequency of 500 Ns did not

differ appreciablysand some runs were made several times to check con-

sistency in the results. The experiment was repeated for several samples,

with slightly different normal resistances, and the results obtained were

essentially the same. This experiment was done also with a pulsed Ga-As

injection laser, immersed in the liquid helium and the results are in good

quantitative agreement with the chopped laser light experiments.

A typical signal as recorded on the I-Y recorder is shown in Fig.

IV-6. The signal versus the current through the junction is shwan in

Fig. IV-7. The details of this signal have not been explained and will

be the subject of further experiments.
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Fig. IV-S. I-V characteristic of one of the So-SMO-Fb jinctions at

1.28k. The junction was biased at point A to inasure

the modulation of the energy gap by the illumination.
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Fig. IV-6. Modulation signal versus time, with the appropriate tempera-

turee indicated. These were determined from the helium

bath vapor pressure eaaured at corresponding times.
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Fig. IV-7. Modulation signal versus current through ta junction.

Structure Is observed at Aon a~b and som very

reprod.eible oscillations at 1.0 wA.
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IV.6. Results and Discussion

r.- data was analyzed by using Eqs. (IV-20) and (IV-21) to evaluate

AN and AN' for srveI-l values of T and light intensity, which resulted in

different values of 6A . Zrtefly, it was found in Section IV-3 that

ANep a f(%(T), N'(T), 6Aexp, C), whetr f is an algebraic function of its

variables. V(T) and N'(T) can be calculated item the BCS theory and 6A

is experimentally determined. Therefore AN , as a *amction of temperature,

can be calculated for different values of the parameter c. The calculation

was done using the IM3 360/195 computer of Argonne National Labkratory as

described in Appendix 1. On the other hand, the temperature dependence of

AN can be calculated theoretically as in Eqs. (IV-28) and (IV-29) above.

The comparison of temperature dependence of the theoretical AN with the

experimentally determined AN allow us to obtain c. This can be

related to phonon escape parameters using q. (IV-27).

The slopes of ln(AN ) or n(AN' ) versus A/kT or A'/kT were

determined by fitting a streignt line to these curves at low values of

A/kT or A' kT. At high values of A/kT the curve ln(AN ) versus A/kT

saturates because it is no longer valid to approximate Eq. (IV-22) only

by the first term of its series expansion. The saturation shows up as a

"flattening" of the curve at high A/kT values. Because the lead film

showed saturation for most of the light intensities used, in the determina-

tion of c' the best fit for the tin film was used. An example of the

curve A n versus Asa/kT for a particular value of c' is shown in
exp S

Fig. IV-8 together with the theoretical curve N(T) when tin is illuminated.

For this fit only a vertical adjustable parameter was used which does not

modify the slopi of this cure. Figure IV-9 shows an example of the
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Fig. IV-8. Values of ln(ANSn) derived from the experiment with L66

tin illuminated at low intensity using unenhanced densities

of state. The value of E' is 0.04 and the solid line is a

fit to the theoretical N(T) for tin.
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Fig. IV-9. Values of ln(ANPb) derived from the experiment with the

tin illuminated at relatively low intensity using unenhanced

densities of state. The value of c' = O.% as in Fig. LV-9.
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curaa AN~ versus bb/kT for the same value of C'. It can be seen that

the lead curve shows saturation.

To determine c' we plot the slop of ln(O " ) versus 4 AkT versus
exp Sn

the coupling parameter c'(when lead is illuminated) for different relative

illuminations, as shown in FiS. IV-10. As explained earlier these low

temperature slopes have to 11e, theoretically, between 1.087 and 1.165,

which is indicated by the shaded area in the graph. (The correct value

of c was determined from a graph similar to IV-10.) The mean value plus or

minus one standard deviation fros the mean for F: is 0.75 + 0.3. Figure

IV-11 shows the values of the slopes for different c' 's, for various light

intensities when tin is illuminated. The nonzero value of c, in the

latter case, indicates generation of phonons with energy larger than 2Pb

in the tin, so that pairs are broken in lead. However, most of the

phonons have energy 2ASn and will not be able to break pairs in the lead, so

we will concentrate on the results with lead illuminated where the analysis

of the acoustic coupling is simplifiedsince most phonons have energy

> 2Ab and can be detected by the tin film.

Since most detetuinations of the lifetimes are not direct, in order to

compare our results with other experiments, it was necessary to correct the

reported lifetimes so as to conform to the same values for densities of

states, film thicknesses, etc.

We will compare our experimental values of YpbSn with available

calculations. If ASW is the rate of production of phonons per unit

volume, then its source is the quasiparticles recombining, given by

AN/T = (I0/2)( 1 + 0/2y), where T is the true quasiparticle recombination

time. The rate of phonons escaping is the fraction (f) escaping

times the ratio of production; so
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Fig. IV-10. Slope of lr(AtSn) versus ASn/kT plotted as a function Vf

the coupling parameter c' for the case when lead is

illuminated for different relative illuminations. The

dashed area indicates the theoretical values of the slope

for low reduced temperature. (For this graph ANSn was

determined by using unenhanced densities of states.)
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Fig. IV-11. Slopes of ln(ANSn) versus ASn/kT plotted as a function of

the coupling parameter c' for the case when Sn is illuminated

for different. relative illuminations. The dashed area

indicates the theoretical values of the slopes for low

reduced temperatures. (For this graph ANSn was determined

using unenhanced densities of state.)
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1PbSn iNW f S (IV-30)

Using Eq. (IV--24) together with the condition that B/2Y >> 1, we get

YPbSn a f. (IV-31)

Using Eq. (IV-12) f a and substituting the expression for the phonon mean

free path A " [S/(y + 8/2)1 into Eq. (IV-31)

ST a
PbSn 4d 1 + 2y/S (IV-32)

Since /2y >> 1, the calculated value for our lead f alms is YPbSn

1.27 x 10 a sec 1 . The value of a at the lead-tin interface can be

calculated by comparing the theoretically found value for YPbSn and the

experimentally determined value of YPbSn with the use of Eq. (IV-27).

Using Little's theory described in Section 2 of this Chapter, a is

calculated to be about 0.15,which is within fi ztors of 2-3 of the experi-

%ental value. The values obtained are considered to be In good agreement

with Little's calculation in view of the uncertainties about the micro-

scopic nature of the interface and small numerical uncertainties when

using the results of different experiments.

A comparison of our determined values for YPbSn with experimental

determination of y of other workers (PW72, JPK76) indicates that most of

the phonon escape is into the helium and not into the underlying film. If

we assume than all the phonons escape into the helium bath, the results of

(PW75) give a value of a > 1,indicating the presence of inelastic processes

mentioned earlier in our discussion related to Eq. (IV-23). On the other

hand if we use the most recent results for the lifetimes in lead, the ratio

of aPbHe obtained is 0.5. The relevant properties of lead and tin are

shown in Table II.
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Table 11. Relevant physical properties of tin and lead.

Corrections applied to the quoted lifetime, indicated in

parenthesis in the table:

1. Only thickness of one film was used in the calculation of T.

2. i was determined using the band structure value for NT. Include

enhancement (1 + A).

3. Experiment measures T/2 not T.

4. The value of N0 used does not agree with (LH68).
6

5. Lifetime was corrected to confora to a thickness of 2500 A.

The formulas used were:

NT from Eq. (IV-22)

R 1/T N
exp exp T

N2  (1 + 2N h3

R 2N 4

The fact of 2 in the denominator comes from the two transverse modes.

Y from Eq. (IV-26).

PbSn from Eq. (IV-27)

a as explained in the text.



Table II

Parameter

AM(0)

No (L.868)

ST (AIP72, TEC69)

SL (AIP72, TEC69)

ST

.\ (RMD)

N(T)

1?

(quoted)

(corrected)

(3,5)

(2,4,5)

exp

Tin

0.60 x

0.89 x

1.67 x

10-3

1022

105

3.32 x 105

1.67

C.7

4.:.q9

3.5

8.7

5.5

8.4

4.0

2.6

x 105

9x 1019

x lo-10

x 10-10

x 1010

x 10-10

x 10-11

x 10-11

(UDN74)

(P74)

(HD374

(P74)

(1mN74)

(P74)

(1,2,3)

(5)

N

Lead Units

1.35 x 10 3  eV

0.92 x 1022 e- 1 c- 3

1.13 x 105 (100) cu/sec

0.80 x 105 (110)

0.57 x 105 (.11)

2.01 x 105 (100)

2.25 x 105 (110)

2.32 x 3.05 (311)

0.9 x 105

1.55

15.84 x 1019 T -1/2,A/kT c-3

1 x 10 -2 (PW72) Dec

48 x 10"-12 (JPK76)

10 x 1- 12 (PN72)

34 x 10-12 (JfK76)

6.3 x 10'10 (PV72) eV cm 3 ec

1.8 x 10-10 (JFK76)

.



Table II (contd.)

Parameter Tin Lead Units

3,2 x 1019

6.4 a 10 (HDN74)

4.2 x 108 (P76)

3.1 x 107 (HDN74)

1.8 x 10 (P74)

2.5 x 10-2 (HDNK4)

1.4 x 14-2 (P74)

1.13 (PW72 - 3006 A)

0.53 (JPK76 - 350 A)

5.3 x 10

1.7 x 109 (PW72)

4.7 x 108 (PK76)

A

'V

YPbSa

PbSn

co-3

Csec-

0o

i
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In conclusion, this experiment determined the excess number of

qtasiparticles AN a f (N(T),N' (T)), 6A , r), with the coupling coeff Icient

C being an adjustable parameter. : was determined by fitting ANSn to the

theoretical temperature dependence. It was then related to YPbsn' the

phonon escape parameter from lead into tin. If we use an enhanced density

of states in the calculation, the value obtained for Yr1bSn agrees reason-

ably well with the acoustic mismatch theory of Little modified to take

into account that we have a uniform isotropic source of phonons throughout

the film. The recent experimentally determined value for the lifetime in

win, together with our results, idicate that most of the phonons escape

into the helium with an average phonon transmission coefficient of the

boundary PbHe = 0.5.



V. Relaxation of the Superconducting Order Parameter

V,1. Introduction

One of the most fundamental quantities in nonequilibrium supercon-

ductivity is the time response of the order parameter or energy gap to

external perturbations which break Cooper pairs, thereby decreasing

the order parameter.

Landau and Khalatnikov (LK54) developed a theory for the temperature

dependence of the relaxation time of the order parameter "near a second

order phase transition point". This was studied experimentally in liquid

helium by Chase (Ch58). Later, Schmid (Sch66) modified the Landau-

Khalatnikov theory by essentially postulating a gauge invariant form of

the Landau-Khalatnikov equation. Several theories (LS67, WA68, Sch69,

SS75) were developed, using different assumptions or starting points, which

disagree on the temperature dependence of the relaxation time of the super-

conducting order parameter. There has been only one attempt to measure

this relaxation time experimentally (PM73), the results being

inconclusive.

In this Chapter we describe a direct measurement of the relaxation

time T for the superconducting energy gap. We find a transition from

single particle behavior at low temperatures to collective behavior very

near the superconducting transition temperature Tc where the relaxation

time diverges. We have also measured the equilibrium energy gap A, and

find T « A very near Tc in agreement with the theoretical predictions

of Schmid and Schon (SS75).

In Section 2 of this Chapter we will describe a microscopic phenomeno-

logical theory for the relaxation of the order parameter in systems that
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show a second order phase transition. In Section 3 we will briefly delineate

the several microscopic theories. A detailed description of these theories

is beyond the scope of this work,and because of this we will only outline

the main ideas. In Section 4 a description of the experimental setup will

be given and in Section 5 we will describe the experimental procedure.

In Section 6 the experimental results and their relationship to the various

theories will be described and in Section 7 we will briefly summarize the

results and conclusions of this work.

V.2. The Phenomenological Gauge Invariant Landau-Khalatnikov Theory

Since the Ginzburg-Landau equation has proven to be very successful

when applied to eqilibrium superconductivity, it is reasonable to try to

formulate a time-dependent theory based on this equation. The following

gauge invariant modification of the (LK54) theory was advanced by Schmid

(Sch66).

Let us assume that in a nonequilibrium situation the free energy of a

superconductor can be written as

F(PT,$tt) " F0 (P.T) + A(P,T)*2(t) + C(PT)4(t) (V-1)

where the time dependence enters through the time dependence of the order

parameter 4 and the assumptions are the sams as in the Ginsburg-Landau

theory. For completeness we will rewrite the assumptions. Below Tc'

C > 0 and A < O,and above Tc, A > 0; the transition point is determined

by the condition A(P,T) " 0. In the vicinity of the transition tempera-

ture Tc we expand A(P,T) in series in the difference T - Tc, and neglecting

higher order terms we have
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A(P,T) " a(P)(T - Tc) . (V-2)

The temperature dependence of the order parameter is determined from the

condition that the free energy has to be a minimum in equilibrium. This

gives

A 2- 2C (Tc -T) (V-3)

which is the BCS temperature dependence of the energy gap, close to Tc'

The approach of the order parameter iD to its equilibrium value is

determined from the transport equation

- d (V-4)

where the transport coefficient y was assumed, by Landau and Khalatnikov,

not to have any singularity at Tc. Schmid (Sch66), 'sing the Gorkov (Go58)

formulation, showed that y - - for a superconductor. Let us assume

that we I.ave a small deviation from equilibrium, that is to say

4(t) M g + ft (t) with 16'/v | << 1. Then using Eqs. (V-4) and (V-1)

- 2yA( + 6W) + 4yC(iq + 64)3

and, since the perturbation is small,

0 2yA(Oeq + 64) + 4YC 3 (1 + 3 )
eq eq

But, from eq. (V-3), C * -(A/2P ) and d6*/dt a -4A 160, implying that

the order parameter relaxes exponentially with a relaxation time,
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1. 1 1(V5
T 4Ay ' - Tc (V-5)

It should be pointed out that the temperature dependence of t is independ-

ent of the temperature dependence of te . If,in addition to the time

dependence, the order parameter has a spatial dependence and, allowing for

a complex order parameter, the Ginzburg-Landau equation is (Th75, Eq. (4-1)

F FC + At2 + C 0 + |m(i V -e A)$ 2 +2~~~ + 1 i e

where H - VxA is the magnetic field, A is the vector potential and 40 is
now a complex order parameter or the "superconducting wavefunction". If

this form of the free energy is introduced in the Landau-Khalatnikov

Eq. (V-4), we obtain

a 2Y{ 2m( - e A) 24 + A$i + 2C| 12} (V-6)

We notice that a quantum mechanical gauge transformation consists of

replacing simultaneously (Schiff68, p. 399)

A + A + VE

where * is the effective potential and H is an arbitrary function of r and

t. In order to make Eq. (V-6) gauge invariant, a tern has to be added so

as to obtain

( - 2i.*)W " 2Y[ ( - p)2 + A# + 2C|12*) (V-7)
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It was proposed by Schmid (Sch66) that the effective potential 0

should be written as 0 - $ - u/e where $ is the electric potential and u

is the chemical pctential. Physically u is the energy necessary to add

an electron in thermal equilibrium when the fields are kept constant.

With this assumption, in the case where there are no electro-magnetic

fields present and Ji does not vary spatially, Eq. (V-7) reduces to

(a+ 21i)ip - 2Y(At, + 2C| |Y) (V-8)

In writing the "wavefunction" as $J - ||e and separating the real and

imaginary parts of Eq. (V-8), two modes ate obtained:

- 2y[AIWI + 2CI |3] Real part (V-9)at

+ 2u a 0 Imaginary part (V-10)

EquAtion (V-9) is the same as Eq. (V-4) except that now J is a com-

plex order parameter. The earlier calculation for the relaxation time

is still valid,and so the relaxation time for the magnitude of is

- 1 y 1 Tc( )

The relationship between the superconducting order parameter (wave-

functicn) and the energy gap was determined by Gorkov (Go6O, see

Chapter II)

f 7(3)nX(P)1
(r,0) 2 1 A(r,t) (V-12)

l16 2 k 2Tc 2
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where r,(3) " 1.202, n is the density of electrons, , - T tr with t tr

the mean time between collisions for an electron, and

X(0) " 8C 3) [ + (c(1) - G(~ + p))J

with G the logarithmic derivative of the I function.

Since the superconducting order parameter and the energy gap differ

only by a constant, the relaxation time of the energy gap will be given by

Eq. (V-11).

The imaginary part of Eq. (V-8) describes the evolution of the phase

of the order parameter. Equation (V-10) implies that the phase of the

order parameter will change in time at a constant rate. It will be shown

later that the relaxation time associated with Eq. (V-10) is related to the

branch imbalance relaxation described in Chapter III. We will just point

out that Eq. (V-10) is expected to be related to the branch imbalance

relaxation (determined by the difference between the chemical potential

of quasiparticle and pairs) since the evolution of the phase e is determined
by the chemical potential u of the "superelectrons".

V.3. The Microscopic Theories for the Relaxation of the Order Parameter

in a Superconductor

The first attempt to determine the time variation of the Ginzburg-

Landau order paramster from a microscopic theory was done by Abrahams and

Tsunato (AT66). They extended the Gorkov (0o60) formulation to the non-

equilibrium situation and found that if the time variations are sufficiently

small time-dependent Landau-Ginsburg equation exists near the transition

temperature and near absolute zero temperature. Close to the transition
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temperature they found a differential equation which is diffusive-like in

character, and at zero temperature they found an equation which is

wave-like. One of the main limitations of the (AT66) theory is that

they assumed that the thermal excitations in the superconductor are at

rest and in equilibrium with the local values of the energy-gap and the

external fields. This occurs only if the characteristic interaction time

between phonons and thermal excitations is faster than the characteristic

time for the "normal to superfluid" conversion.

Later, Lucas and Stephen (LS67) studied e relaxation of the order

parameter in a superconductor and also found :hat the main mechanism for

this relaxation is through the interaction of the quasiparticles with the

phonon field. To calculate the relaxation time T they started from the

Hamiltonian for the electron-phonon interaction written in the conventional

form (dG66, p. 32) and useda Boltzmann equation (BRT59) for the quasi-

particle distribution. The relaxation time for the order parameter derived

as described has the form

r(Tc - T) 2
T An T for -. . (V-13)

c c

Woo and Abrahams (WA68) pointed out that the calculation of (LS67) is

not correct since they used the Doltzman equation (31T59), which assumes

local equilibrium between the quasiparticlen and the energy gap. In the

case where the energy gap is time dependent, there is no local equilibrium

between the quasiparticles and the energy gap at a time scale shorter than

the electron-phonon inelastic collision time. (WA68) derive a transport

equation for the superconductor in the presence of electron-phonon inter-

action. This transport equation is obtained by a technique of thermodynamic
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Green's functions developed by Kadanoff and Baym (KB62). Their conclusion

is that for weak coupling materials, for 0.9 < T/Tc < 0.99 the relaxation

time of the energy gap (10-9 - 10-8 sec) is about an order of magnitude

faster than the quasiparticle recombination rate, but very close to Tc it

diverges as

T T T(V14)
c

This temperature dependence agrees with the prediction of the phenomeno-

logical Landau-Khalatnikov theory.

Schmid (Sch68) calculated the relaxation of the order parameter

starting from a dynamical version of the BCS theory (E160). He included

both the electron-electro and the electron-phonon collision times since,

at the temperatures considered, they are comparable in weak coupling materi-

als, especially in aluminum (La72). For small deviations from equilibrium

(Sch68) finds that the relaxation time for the superconducting order

parameter is

r 1
'16(Tc -T) eq r

T (V-15)

3 T
7 ) ifA eqC 3) eq e

where T, is the inelastic electron collision time, A is the equilibrium

energy gap and C(3) a 1.2. the condition A < 1/Ta is the condition of

gapless superconductivity where the energy gap is smaller than the

collision broadening of the energy levels. For the relaxation of the phase

of the order parameter (Sch68) obtains
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A if v0k « - and A
22k eeq eq e

T -(V-16)

12n3T 1
C A if vk -

,()vk3 eq 0 T

where v0 is the Fermi velocity and k is the wavevector of thL particular

mode under consideration.

The most recent theory was developed by Schmid and Schon (SS75) based

on a temperature-dependent Green's function technique introduced by

Eliashberg (E161) and Eilenberger (E168). The calculation is based on a

model of a superconductor where the electrons interact via phonons. The

phonons are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium and the deviations from

equilibrium of the electronic system are small so that a linearized theory

applies. The linearization of the theory also permits the classification

of various modes, especially useful when the theory is applied close to the

transition temperature Tc. (SS75) obtain an equation for energy gap that

is very similar to the Landau-Khalatnikov Eq. (V-8).

(t + 2i)e - - linearized ( ) (V-17)
N0

where N0 is the density of states at the Ferai energy and N is a complex

valued function,unlike in Eq. (V-8), where it was is the chemical potential,

a real quantity.

N - *a de' a(e')Mfe'V-8
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where UfE, is the quasiparticle distribution and S(E') is related to the

details of the theory.

In addition to Eq. (V-17), the energy gap and the quasiparticle distri-

bution are coupled together through a Boltzman-type equation for the

quasiparticle distribution,

d6f1 EE Q
d - K(6f) - PE QE "hE (V-19)

where the term 6fE/dt is the time derivative of the quasiparticle distribution,

K(df) is the collision integral as in a Boltzmann equation for a gas, PE

is the perturbation term since we are considering nonequilibrium situations,

E is the term that couples the energy gap and the quasiparticle distribu-

tion and QE is an additional correction term that arises from a detailed

theory. It should be pointed out that QE and AE are different for the

different modes that arise.

There are two modes that can be distinguished by studying Eq. (V-17),

associated with %he imaginary and real parts of M. This is similar to the

two modes Atained in Section 2 of this Chapter, when studying the real and

imaginary parts of Kq. (V-8).

The real part of Eq. (V-17) gives rise to the relaxation of the magni-

tude of A, the so-called "longitudinal mode". Accordingly to Schmid and

Schon the longitudinal mode can be excited by a superposition of a DC and

an AC current (P173), or by irradiation of the superconductor by an electro-

magnetic wave. The relaxation time for this mode was found to be

t(L (3 T t  C(3) " 1.2 (V-20)
7M() eq
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The imaginary part of Eq. (V-17) gives rise to the relaxation of the

phase of A, the so-called "transverse mode". This equation is the same as

Eq. (V-10),obtained from a simple phenomenological theory (u has to be

replaced in Eq. (V-10) by Re(M)). This mode can be excited by electron

tunneliag injection at high voltage (C72, Pa73, CP74).or by driving a

current in the direction of a spatial change of the order parameter, as at

a normal-superconductor interface (Yu74). The relaxation time associated

with this mode was found to be

TCT) I TT (V-21)
eq

It should be pointed out that in both modes the relaxation time diverges

as 1/ for T + Tc and that although the processes involved are quite

different, the relaxation times of the two modes are quite close. It is

pointed out by (SS75) that a divergence should occur in any mode that

involves the order parameter essentially.

Since the details of the calculations are quite involved and beyond

the scope of this work.we are going to recapitulate the main ideas and

conclusions of this theory. The equations that govern the relaxation of

the superconducting order parameter are a pair of coupled differential

equations for the energy gap and the quasiparticle distribution. One of

the equations has the form of the Landau-Khalatnikov equation for the energy

gap, the other equation is a Boltsmann-like equation for the quasiparticle

distribution function. In solving these equations one obtains two differ-

ent modes, one associated with the relaxation of the magnitude of the

order parameter, the other associated with the phase of the order para-

meter. Both these modes have similar relaxation times that diverge as
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1/0eq for T + Tc. The difference between superconductors and other systems

that exhibit second order phase transitions (He, ferromagnets, etc.) can

be understood physically (Co75). Superconductors exhibit a forbidden

energy gap unlike other systems. When a Cooper pair is broken into quasi-

particles, by perturbing the energy gap (with electromagnetic radiation for

instance), the energy gap will decrease. Since the energy gap decreases

more final states are made available for the quasiparticles and consequently

more quasiparticles are thermally excited into these newly avail-

able states. Because of this we would expect the behavior of the energy gap

to be coupled to that of the quasiparticles, and we expect the relaxation

time of the order parameter to be a different dependence in superconductors

than in systems that exhibit a second order phase transition but do not

have an energy gap.

To check this hypothesis in other systems besides superconductors it

would be very interesting to study the relaxation of the order parameter in

liquid He3 in B phase, which also has a real energy gap that presumably is

BCS-like. This could be done by studying the low frequency sound attenua-

tion in the B phase of He 3 in a similar way to that done by Chase (Ch58)

for the relaxation time of the order parameter in He4 .

V.4. Experimental Set.p

In order to study the relaxation time of the order parameter we illumi-

nate a tunnel junction with a fast risetime light pulse. The light will

break Cooper pairs in the illuminated film and thereby will decrease the

energy gap. The relaxation of the energy gap back to equilibrium is

measured by studying the real time response of the I-V characteristic of

the junction.
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In this section we will describe the selection of suitable materials

for the experiment, the electronics and optics used and the behavior of

the ''iAs solid state laser (used in the experiment) at low temperatures.

tie relaxation times to be measured are expected to be short

(i nse ), it I, convenient to perform the experiment on a material that is

expected to have the longest relaxation time. Also, it would be

convenient to have a metal that can be oxidized easily and that has the

transition temperature under the A poit of helium so that any thermal

problems are minimized.

A calculation of the electron collisions times Te can be made from the

thermal conductivities. The thermal conductivity K of a metal is given

by (Kittel 71, p. 262)

2
K - -2 k2T T (V-22)

3 m e

where n is the electronic concentration per unit volume, m is the mass of

the electron, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. n is

not expected to vary much wivh temperature since the linear coefficient

of thermal expansion for meta.s is a few times 10-6. Because of this

we use the room temperature values of n. The relevant quantities for

some metals, as well as the calculated values of t, are listed in Table

III. It can be seen from this table that aluminum and tin have almost

the same collision time if one coosidersthe fact that thermal conductivities

are reliable at best to within 20Z.

Although the calculations made from thermal ronductivi ties indicate

that the collision times in aluminum and tin are similar, calculations

made using the low frequency behavior of a2(f)l(;1) (phonon density of

states F(Q) weighted by the electron-phonon interaction a2(1l)), (Ka75),
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Table III. Relevant physical properties, and calculated values

for electron collision times for selected metals.

Tc[OK] K (Tc)[W/cm deg) n[10 2 2 /cm 3 1 T (sec)

(Ro55) (Kittel 71, p. 248)

Al 1.2 8.0 1P.0 0.54 x 10-

Pb 7.2 4.0 13.2 0.061x 10-

Sn 3.7 22.5 14.5 0.61x 10-1

indicate that the collision times in aluminum are much longer (ti 500 times)

than the collision times in tin. In addition to this we expect a measure-

ment of the relaxation of the energy gap at low temperatures to yield the

recombination lifetime of the individual quasiparticles. From Table III-1

we can see that the recombination lifetimes are longer in aluminum than in

tinand consequently it is expected that at temperatures close to Tc this

will also be the case. Quasiparticle recombination rates (Cr69) also indicate

that the relaxation time will be longer in aluminum. In addition to all

this aluminum has its transition temperature below the X point and can

be oxidized easily. Consequently these facts support our choice of

studying the relaxation time of the order parameter in aluminum.

In order to compare our measurements of the relaxation times with the

theoretical dependence on equilibrium energy gaps, wemeasure the equilibrium

energy gaps also. Since the measurements are of interest close to Tc'

where the relaxation time diverges it is more convenient to use a tunnel

junction made of d4ssiilar meralsfor the measurement of the energy gaps.

In a junction made of the same materials the energy gap structure close
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to Tc is smeared out due to thermal effects. On the other hand, for a

junction made of dissimilar metals, sharp structure is seen in the I-V

characteristic (at A + 02) even as close as 2 mK from Tc of the weaker

superconductor.

0 0

Aluminum (1000 A) - tin (2500 A) tunnel functions were prepared on

glass substrate with standard evaporation techniques. The junction has

an approximate area of 0.04 mm2. The procedure for the cleaning of the

substrates was described in Chapter IV.3. In order to more easily obtain

non-shorted, low resistance junctions, it was found helpful to put a shield

around the electron beam gun so that electrons that escaped the bending

magnetic field were not able to hit the junction, thereby presumably

breaking the oxide layer. The preparation of the samples on a substrate

cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures did not increase the yield of "good"

junctions. Cooling the substrate had an effect on the appearance of the

tin film,which looked "shinier" when the substrate was cooled, compared

to the evaporation on room temperature substrates.

The normal resistances of the junctions were < 25 n at liquid helium

temperature. Since we are interested in measuring short times (nsec), it is

important to take into consideration the electronic (RC) junction time

constant. The relevant resistance for this calculation is the differential

resistance at which the junction is biased for the relaxation time measure-

ment. Using the highest observed differential resistance (% 5 n), con-
0

servative values for the thickness of the oxide layer of 10 A, and a dielec-

tric constant of 10 (AIP 72, p. 9-109), the RC time constant of the junc-

tion is % 18 nsec.
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After the junctions were evaporated they were immediately mounted in

the cryostat and cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. In junctions

stored at room Temperature for an extended period of time (2-3 days), increases

of up to 3 orders of magnitude in the room temperature resistance were

observed. The characteristics of the tunnel junctions stored at liquid

nitrogen temperature did not change significantly over periods of up to

3 weeks.

The aluminum film of the tunnel junction was illuminated by a pulsed

GaAs injection laser (RCA, SC2012) of about 10 nsec risetime, which was

also immersed in the liquid helium. The tunnel junction and the laser

were encased in separate niobium shields to avoid direct electromagnetic

pickup (seen as a ringing at the beginning and end of the pulse). In

addition to this, 50 Q solid coaxial lines (UT-I4lSS) were used for the

electrical pulses for the laser, and for the biasing and detecting channels.

Also all the 115V supplies for the different amplifiers, scopes, etc., were

floated so as to eliminate all possible ground loops. In this way, the only

possible source of pickup was direct electromagnetic radiatior from the

laser through the niobium shield to the junction and to a metallic coil

protecting part of the fiber optic bundle. The total pickup at the

junction was less then 15 IV peak to peak. A block diagram of the experi-

mental setup is shown in Fig. V-1.

The junction was optically connected to the laser via a fiber optic

bundle that had a loss of less than 2 dB. The biasing of the junction was

done with a battery-operated power supply,and the high frequency pulses were

blocked out from this power supply with a low pass RC filter. The pulsed

modulation signal from the junction was fed into a series of low noise,

fast risetime (% 4 nsec) amplifiers, which then were fed into a sampling
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Fig. V-1 Experimental setup for the measurement of the relaxation

time of the superconducting order parameter.
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scope (I.umatron 120A), Integrated with a capacitor and fed into a digital

memory and Rignal average (Varinn TAC C-1024). The output from the signal

averager could be displayed on a scope or X-Y recorder. The triggering of

the sampling scope was done with a signal obtained from the pulse genera-

tor (HP 214A) for the laser (labeled "fast" trigger pulse). In order not

to have the signal distorted by the integrating capacitor, a sawtooth

ramp (waveform generator, Tektronix 162) was used to sweep slowly (ti 10 sec)

through the signal in the sampling scope (labeled "slow" sweep). Simulta-

neously with the beginning of the "slow" sweep, a trigger signal (labeled

"slow" trigger) was used to trigger the signal averager. The system

equivalent noise referred to the input was about 20 IV peak to peak before

1averagingand < - LV after averaging.4

The temperature was electronically controlled using a feedtbck system

with a germanium sensor. The helium was pumped somewhat below the tempera-

ture that was to be obtained. Then the germanium sensor, which was part

of a resistance bridge, produced an error signal in the bridge which was

detected with a lock-in amplifier, amplified and fed into a wire-wound

resistor which heated the helium bath. In this way the temperature was

stabilized to better than 1K.

A GaAs laser (RCA SC 2012) was used, we believe, for the first time

in the temperature range 1.3-4.2'K. The light output versus the current

through the laser has the form shown in Fig. V-2. (This particular curve

was taken at 4.20K after approximately 4 months of use.) There is first a

linear region up to a current labeled "lasing threshold", then there is a

sharp break in the curve where the laser starts emitting coherent radiation.

Deterioration has been observed in the performance of the laser (the change
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Fig. V-2 Light output versus current for a solid state GaAs laser

(SG 2012, RCA). The breaking point in the curve is the point

at which the laser starts to emit coherent radiation.
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in the derivative of the light output versus current at the lasing threshold

decreases) after several months of use. This is possibly due to thermal

recycling and self-induced damage due to heating.

In general the performance of the laser improves at lover temperatures,

particularly under the A point of helium. This is probably due to the fact

that at helium temperature the heat is conducted away from the laser more

efficiently than at higher temperatures. A comparison of the performance

of the laser at different temperatures is given in Table IV. A systematic

study of the operation of this laser, at helium temperatures, can shed more

light (CD65. Ke70, CP71, E73, LMM74) on problems relating to the operation

and degradation due to thermal processes in semiconductor lasers.

V.5. Experimental Procedure

For the measurement of the relaxation time the tunnel junction was

current biased with a battery supplyand the change in its voltage due

to the laser pulse was amplified and fed into the sampling scope. Since

the aluminum film is opaque, the pulse of light decreases directly only AAl'
The change in ASn is due only to the phonons that cross the tunneling

barrier and since AAl < ASn' this will be small (SG75, Chapter IV of this

thesis). Therefore when the junction is biased at point S (Fig. V-3),a

positive decay signal is seen and when the junction is biased at point A,

the signal is negative. Note that these signals are shown inverted in

Fig. V-3.

The noise was adequately averaged by the sampling scope, but the

pickup, which was much larger than the signal (% 1 V) near Tc had to be
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Fig. V.3. The change in the junction voltage versus time at bias points

A and B (shown in the inset). The laser illumination occurs

during the risetims of the pulse. Note that the signal is

shown inverted.
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Table IV. Comparison of laser parameters at different temperatures.

770K 4.2*K 1.3*K

Maximum pulse width O sec) 0.7 30 150

Lasing threshold (mA) 600 300 200

Forward voltage (V) 2.0 1.5 0.7

Maximum duty factor 52 122 252

subtracted in the following manner. Data (including pickup) at bias

point A was stored in the digital memory. Then the battery connections

of the current supply to the junction were reversed, reaching a point on

the characteristic symmetrical to A but with opposite voltage. In this

way all the impedances, including the junction differential resistance,

were the sam so that the pickup should be identical. However, the signal

is reversed. When the second set of data is subtracted, the pickup sub-

tracts and the signal adds. A signal before and after subtraction and

signal averaging is shown in Fig. V-4.

The pulses of Fig. V-3 were obtained in this way. The signal to noise

ratio was 5 in the worst case. with neglibile evidence of direct pickup.

The decay signal shows a slight undershoot caused by the low frequency

threshold of one amplifier (0.1 mf). An amplifier with lower threshold

did not show the undershoot but had a much poorer signal to noise ratio.

The equilibrium energy gaps A were measured in the same run the

relaxation tim were measured. A was determined from the DC tunneling

characteristic using a wthod suggested by Douglas and Meservey (D64).

The characteristic was plotted when the current was increased and when the
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Fig. V.4. Signal versus time before end and after subtraction and

averaging as explained in the text.
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current was decreased. The energy gap of aluminum was determined by the

hysteresis loop as described in Fig. V-5. At about 10 mK from Tr , the

hysteresis became very small but the structure due to .'A was clearly

discernable and we were still able to use the method of (DM64). The

square of the energy gap determined this way is plotted against the temper-

ature in Fig. V-6. The plot is done in this fashion so that later a direct

comparison can be made with the BCS theory,which predicts a straight line.

V.6. Results and Discussion

In order to extract the relaxation times the experimental data

(signal vs time, Fig. V-3) was plotted on semi-log paper. The

baseline was chosen to give the beet exponential decay and was slightly

below the undershoot seen in Fig. V-3. Provided that the change in A was

small compared to A ,we found a good fit to an exponential decay over

about 3 time constants with an average deviation of less than 5%. The

relaxation time is just the slope of such a plot. At high levels of

light intensity, saturation could be observed in the signal, as is expected.

In this case the light drives normal the illuminated film and the maximum

signal that can be seen is approximately the size of the equilibrium

energy gap at that temperature.

A plot of the relaxation time T against the reduced temperature r/Tc

is ehown in Fig. V-7 for two different samples. It is clear from this

graph the dramatic increase of the relaxation time close to Tc and the

agreement between the two different samples is very good. In order to

plot both samples in a universal curve,Tc was determined from an extra-

polation of the data for A vs T.
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Fig. V.5. Procedure for the measurement of the equilibrium energy gaps

from the I-V characteristic. Line (a) is tangent to the curve

at the first point of inflection and line (b) is paralle; to

(a) and tangent to the curve. The energy gap is half the

horizontal distance between (a) and (b).
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Fig. V.6. Temperature dependence of the equilibrium energy gap. The

solid line is the BCS prediction.
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Fig. V.7. Relaxation time t versus reduced temperature T/Tc. The

triangles and the hexagons are data measured in two different

samples.
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In both samples a deviation from the BCS temperature dependence of

A was observed close to Tc,as seen in Fig. V-6. The BCS prediction

close to Tc is

eq 3.2 kB Tc[1 - T/Tcl1/ 2  (V-23)

In Fig. V-6 the solid line represents a temperature dependence of the type

(V-23) as in the BCS prediction. However within about 7 mK of the transf-

tion temperature, the energy gap depends linearly on the temperature.

Deviations from the BCS behavior for the energy gap have been seen before

(DM64) and they were attributed to grains with slightly different Tc

(DM64) or to enhanced superconductivity at the edges of the junction

(Gre75) due to strains in the film. Calculations show that fluctuations

cannot proJuce such a large effect in reasonably clean, 1000 A, thick

aluminum films (Tinkham 75, p. 238); consequently we believe that the

deviation is due to spatial inhomogeneities in the film.

Returning to the data of Fig. V-7, we note that it in traditional

(PM73) to fit the relaxation times to (Tc - T) n to compare with the various

theoretical predictions (see Chapter III) of the constant n. However, this

may not be appropriate in our case since our measured equilibrium energy

gaps do not follow the BCS temperature dependence close to Tc where the

divergence in T occurs. Hence we chose to plot T vs A as shown in

Fig. V-8.

Schmid and Schon (SS75) predicted T a A whereas for a hapless super-

conductor (LS67, GE68) (fluctuations above Tc or with magnetic impurities)

the dependence is T a . In Fig. V-8 we find T 0 Ae close to Tc in
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Fig. V.8. Measured relaxation times for one sample vs the equilibrium

energy gap, shoving good agreement with the solid line

whose slope is -1. The other sample shoved essentially the

same behavior.
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agreement with the theories of (SS75). It should he pointed out that over

the same temperature range the beat fit of r against temperature indicates

that t a (Tc - T)1 in agreement with hapless superconductors and the

theory of (LK54), but we feel this is only an artifact of the linear temper-

ature dependence of A near Tc, which is non-BCS, and the important

dependence is on the energy gap.

The possibility of thermal time constant associated with the )unct ion

can be ruled out. From the theory of Little (Li59) the therasl time constant

of the junction can be calculated using Eq. (IV-11),and the values of the

transmission coefficient for longitudinal and transverse phonons obtained

from Fig. IV-2. The thermal time constant is simply the heat capacity

divided by the thermal conductivity and is found to be ' 10 nsec, which is

smaller than our measured times. The junction RC time constant was shown

to be leas than 16 nsec (this Chapter, Section 4) and is expected to :-

weakly temperature-dependent. There ishowevera possibility that heating

is affecting the results, but in the following we give some strong arguments

to show that this is not so.

There are two possible contributions to the signal we observe at the

time the laser is turned off. One (ST) is due to a change in the film

temperaturewhich then affects A and relaxes with the thermal time con-

stant TT. Another contribution (SK) is due to direct pair breaking and

decays with the order parameter relaxation time ; which we wish to measure.

e make the reasonable assumption that for the highest temperature (i.e.,

the longest measured relaxation time X YT << T. We also point out the

fact that in none of our decays is it possible to fit the data to two
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exponentials. These facts imply that at high temperatures ST, the faster decaying

component of the signal, must be negligible compared to SR. We also point

out that experimentally the total signal ST + SR decreases as T increases.

However ST is expected to increase with T since increases with T and

dT is approximately independent of T. Hence the ratio ST IR is expected to

decrease with decreasing T,and we conclude hat ST is negligible for all T.

Any other assumption about the relative magnitude of TT and T leads to the

same conclusion, so we tel confident that we are measuring T and not TT

at all temperatures.

The first reported experiments that shoved an increase of the relaxa-

tion time near Tc were the steady state quasiparticle lifetime measurements

(GIA69. Gr71). However these measurements were not sufficiently detailed

to establish this behavior (see Fig. III-1). In these experiments the

relaxation time was measured by injecting quasiparticles through a tunnel

junction and measuring the perturbed quasiparticle population. The com-

plete relaxation time curve for aluminum is shown in Fig. V-9. The data of

(Gr71) was scaled vertically so as to overlap our data in the ceomn temper-

ature range. At T/Tc % 0.99 a transition is observed between the single

particle behavior and the collective behavior described in Sections 2 and

3 of this Chapter. This is the first time that the complete relaxation

curve has been established for a superconductor.

Using Eq. (V-20) and the experimental results of Fig. V-7, we find

that the inelastic electron collision time t is 7 neec. The inelactic

electron-phonba collision time can be obtained from a surface-Landau-

level-resonance experiment (P68), ana is approximately 200 neec along most

of the Ferai surface, although it is quite anisotropic (DV75). An average
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Fig. V.9. Relaxation time vs reduced temperature in aluminum. The full

circles are the results of the present experiment and the

empty squares are the steady state measurements.
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over the whole Fermi surface might alter somewhat these results. It

should be pointed out that our measurement is sensitive to all inelastic

collisions (including electron-electron and electron-phonon collisions)

so that our measurements are not inconsistent with (DW75). A theoretical

calculation of the quasiparticle recombination time (KA75) indicates

that close to Tc the recombination time is 104 nsec, in good agreement

with our low temperature results.

Our measurements determine the relaxation of the magnitude of the

order parameter. The relaxation of the phase of the ordar parameter was

done in the experiments of (CL72) and (CP74) for the branch imbalance

relaxation. They also obtain a time that diverges as 1/e in good agree-

ment with the theory of (SS75).

V.7. Conclusions

We have measured directly for the first time, the relaxation time of

the superconducting order parameter and the equilibrium energy gap close to

Tc. The results indicate that the relaxation time of the magnitude of the

order parameter diverges as 1/eq for T/Tc > 0.99, in agreement with the

theory of (SS75). The inelastic collision time for electrons Te determined

from this experiment is consistent with surface-Landau-level-resonance

experiments (DW75) and theory (Ka75).

Additional experiments are under way to measure the relaxation time

of the order parameter in a sample in which the equilibrium energy gap

obeys BCS more closely.
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Appendix I: Computer program for the calculation of the excess quasi-

particle number vs the coupling parameters and vs the

experimentally-determined change in the energy gap.

The computer program for the deconvolution of AN vs and 6A was

done using the SPEAKEASY computer language developed at Argonne National

Laboratory. Essentially the computer program calculates Eqs. (IV-20)

and (IV-21) in a matrix form where the rows give the value of AN vs T

for fixed c,and the columns give AN vs e for fixed T.

The parameter called EPS in the program is the coupling parameter C.
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1 PROGRAM

2 ETA=4.4*NO*DEXP

3 EPS=GRID (.2,.8..2),1.5,2,3,4,5

4 K=.8617E-4

5 N=.0464*NO*SQRT(DELTA*T)*EXP(-DELTA/(K*T))

6 NPR=.0464*NOPR*SORT(DELTAPR*T)*EXP(-DELTAPR/(K*T))

7 DN=VECTOR(1/(1-EPS))**VECTOR(ETA+NPR)

8 DN=DN+VECTOR(EPS/"1-EPS))**VECTOR(N)

9 A=VECTOR(1/((1-EPS)**2))**VECTOR((ETA+NPR)**2)

10 B=VECTOR(EPS/((1-EPS)**2))**VECTOR((ETA+NPR)*N)*2

11 C=VECTOR((EPS/(1-EPS))**2)**VECTOR(N**2)

12 D-VECTOR(1/(1-EPS))**VECTOR(ETA*(ETA+2*NPR))

13 I-GRID(1,4,1)

14 J-GRID(5,9,1)

15 DN(I,)=DN(I,)-SORT(A(I,)+B(I,)+C(I,)-D(I,))

16 DN(J+1,)-DN(J,)+SORT(A(J,)+B(J,)+C(J,)-D(J,))

17 FREE(A,B,C,D)

18 DNPR-VECTOR(EPS/(EPS-1))**VECTOR(ETA+N)

19 DNPR=DNPR+VECTOR(1/ (EPS-1) )**VECTOR(NPR)

20 A=VECTOR((EPS/(EPS-1))**2)**VECTOR((ETA+N)**2)

21 B-VECTOR(EPS/((EPS-1)**2))**VECTOR((ETA+N)*NPR)*2

22 C-VECTOR(1/(EPS-1)**2)**VECTOR(NPR**2)

23 D-VECTOR(EPS/(EPS-1))**VECTOR(ETA*(ETA+2*N))

24 DNPR(I, )-DNPR (I, )+SQRT(A(I, )+B(I, )+C(I, )-D(I, ))

25 DNPR (J+1, ) DNPR (J, )-SQRT (A (J, )+B (J, )+C (J, )-D(J,) )

26 DN(5, )m(ETA* (ETA+2*NPR)) /(2*(N+NPR+ETA))

27 NPR (5, )=(ETA*(ETA+2*N))/(2*(N+NPR+ETA))

28 FREE(A,B,C,D)
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